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Enhancing our wisdom 

Tonight I would like to talk about how to use this guru yoga practice to develop, enhance our intellect 

or wisdom. There are four round visualisations.  

In this one prayer for being born in Sukhavati pure land, there is a part pertaining to developing four 

types of wisdom. The four types of wisdom are: expansive wisdom; second, clear wisdom or pristine 

wisdom; third is speedy swift wisdom; and the fourth is incisive or profound wisdom.  

1. Expansive wisdom is said to be when you are able to gain total picture of the two truths as 

you analyse. The two truths: ultimate truth and conventional truth.  

 

2. The second wisdom is swift wisdom. [Although in the list just given, the first one is expansive 

wisdom, second clear wisdom, third swift, fourth profound.] In the commentary just read, 

wisdom is said to be swift when reflecting on the holistic knowledge of the two truths, you 

don’t take a great length of time to understand the meaning.  

 

3. Wisdom is said to be clear wisdom when it is able to make fine distinctions and gain clear 

understanding of the words and the meanings without getting confused; without getting the 

words and the meaning getting conflated.  

 

4. Wisdom is said to be profound when it is able to a draw decisive conclusion on the basis of 

what is given: if this, then this. Gaining an understanding of the relations between things 

considered, and the connections between things considered, and then coming to a decisive 

conclusion.  

These are four forms of wisdom that you can cultivate and develop and all these forms of wisdom 

ultimately help you develop analytical power of the mind. In order to develop this wisdom, the 

following is the visualisation that you can do. 

Visualisations 

First from the heart of Lama Tsong Khapa from his heart issues Manjushri, the deity of wisdom. What 

you need to do is visualise Lama Tsong Khapa sending forth Manjushri, the Buddhist deity of wisdom. 

The Buddhist deity of wisdom then dissolves into you from your crown aperture or your forehead and 

as Manjushri dissolves into you, then feel that the dissolution of Manjushri helps develop wisdom.  

The visualisation for expansive wisdom is as Manjushri dissolves into you, think to yourself that 

Manjushri dissolving into you represents enlightened qualities of Buddhas, Bodhisattvas of ten 

directions. As well, Manjushri represents the composite of wisdom of all Buddhas. Then feel that with 

Manjushri dissolving into you, this dissolution of Manjushri’s body into you helps develop the first 

wisdom. As soon as Manjushri dissolves into you, you also need to have a conviction, a make believe 

conviction, that indeed there and then you have received expansive wisdom.  
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The commentary that is read not quite clear but it says repeat the process. Then it says visualise 

receiving the mantra OM A RA PA TSA NA DHIH and mig-tse-ma for clear wisdom.  If you want to focus 

on swift wisdom, then visualise receiving the seed syllable of Manjushri mantra: DHIH. Imagine 

receiving a series of DHIH syllables dissolving into you. And if you want to work on profound incisive 

wisdom, visualise receiving from Lama Tsong Khapa the wisdom sword that is on his right and wisdom 

scripture on his left. These are called hand implements that Lama Tsong Khapa has. Visualise receiving 

these for developing profound wisdom.  

We have got to the point where you visualise, coming from the heart of Lama Tsong Khapa, Manjushri 

dissolving into you. Likewise, by inference, from the heart of Lama Tsong Khapa the mantra of 

Manjushri and then the mig-tse-ma prayer these also come and dissolve into you helps you develop 

clear wisdom. Then you also visualise dissolving into you the DHIH syllable – a series of DHIH syllable. 

And finally the hand implements: wisdom sword and scriptures, dissolving into your body speech and 

mind.  

Then these fill all your body as well as they project or emit light rays. Next, it says, the light rays project 

from your heart and the light rays then go out and receive from the Buddhas and bodhisattvas in the 

ten directions their qualities of body speech and mind. In particular whatever expansive, clear, swift 

and profound wisdoms they have dissolves back into you. Then feel that you receive the same types 

of four wisdoms, not only from Lama Tsong Khapa who is the focus of this practice, but also from all 

Buddhas and bodhisattvas dwelling in ten directions. Their wisdoms also come to you, dissolve into 

you in the same form as in the first case: in the form of mantra, seed syllable and hand implements.  

This is a brief explanation of four visualisations done in this practice to develop wisdom.  

Likewise, you could also develop further different types of wisdom. Namely wisdom for teaching: 

articulating teaching, transmitting teachings. Second, wisdom to debate and present arguments, 

defend arguments. Third is wisdom for the production of scholarly works. Likewise, this practice can 

be done in order to achieve success in the four tantric activities of pacification of sickness, delusions; 

augmentation or increase of merit and wisdom; power, bringing others under ones beneficial power 

– not that one is a control freak, but to subdue the unruly and so on; as well as the wrathful. You could 

also do the practice to engage in compassion but wrathful activities. But these are talked about in 

relation to initiations.  

Understanding the symbolism 

As it became apparent in this talk, Lama Tsong Khapa and two disciples represent the three archetypal 

lords of the tantric family. Lama Tsong Khapa represents Manjushri, his disciple on the right Gyaltsab 

Rinpoche represents the deity of compassion Avalokiteshvara, and his youthful disciple on the left 

with the wrathful bulging eyes represents the tantric deity of Vajrapani. In other words, not only is 

Lama Tsong Khapa the three archetypal deities in one, now he and his two disciples collectively 

represent the three archetypal deities.  

Now there is one practice which says imagine a projection of the deity of compassion from the heart 

of Gyaltsab Rinpoche – the slightly older looking disciple of Lama Tsong Khapa – and coming towards 

you from the heart of Lama Tsong Khapa Manjushri is projected, from the heart of Khedrup Rinpoche 

– the one who represents Vajrapani – he projects Vajrapani.  

There are two ways to understand the visualisations: the first one is seeing all the three deities as 

represented inseparably in Lama Tsong Khapa. Or, seeing Lama Tsong Khapa and two disciples as 
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individually representing the three archetypal deities, as described before. Whichever visualisation 

you do, of seeing them as representing the three lords, the purpose would still be achieved.  

There is even another version where, as said before, Lama Tsong Khapa represents the three 

archetypal lords of tantric family present in one. How is that represented? If Lama Tsong Khapa 

represents the three lords in one, that representation goes as follows: At the forehead of Lama Tsong 

Khapa is Avalokiteshvara; at the throat – not outside but inside the throat – is Manjushri; at heart level 

of the chest is tantric deity of Vajrapani. And you could pray to Lama Tsong Khapa and then ask Lama 

Tsong Khapa to give you the blessing of the three deities.  

You could choose any of these methods to do the practice. The purpose of the practice is to feel you’re 

receiving light rays and the nectar coming through the light rays dissolves into one’s body, speech and 

mind. It renders a total cleansing, purification of the body, speech, and mind of their negativities, 

impurities and imperfections – particularly helping one dispel the darkness of ignorance.  

Meditation 

We have spent some time talking, so now let’s spend some time doing a visualisation meditation. 

Whether it’s developing the four types of wisdom, or seeing Lama Tsong Khapa and his disciples 

representing the three archetypal lords: three in one, or the three of them representing the three 

lords individually. Whichever way you find easier to relate to, please do that one.  

 


